
PREMIUM PROPERTY & ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHYROB SPICER PHOTO



Images are what your clients see first.

MAKE AN IMPACT



| Property is an important and high-value asset. Quality photography enables you to showcase
spaces in their best light to maximise views, interest and potential value for developers, builders
and estate agents, setting them apart with premium marketing.

| Premium imagery indicates that you are marketing a premium product and that is what we are
here to achieve for you.

| Gain new business by creating a strong, visual presence in various formats including print, online,
marketing materials and social media.



| Our photography services and packages are tailored to your requirements. Each shoot can vary
depending on the images you want to capture and the story you wish to tell.

| The process begins with discussing what you would like to establish with the images. We then
work out the time necessary to achieve the desired results. Times of day, seasons and working
around our clients’ schedules usually dictate this and we offer flexibility.



| Once on location, we will judge the best angles and shots to capture the space at its best.
We can also encapsulate fine details and any unique features of the property.

| After the shoot, images will be backed up and professionally edited. These will be delivered
digitally within 48 hours in both web and high-resolution, ready for any demand you have.



OUR SERVICES
| PREMIUM PHOTOGRAPHY |

Using the latest equipment to deliver crisp, high-resolution images of properties and developments.

| ELEVATED PHOTOGRAPHY |
Lightweight extension poles allow us to reach heights quickly and easily with minimum fuss to offer

angles that set your images apart from others.

| ADVANCED IMAGE EDITING |
Have images already and would like these editing? We can help.

| BLUE SKY PLACEMENT |
Have an image you would like enhancing with a blue sky? We can add this.

| LOCATION IMAGES |
We can also capture a range of local images near an upcoming or existing development to portray

the lifestyle you would like to present.



07786 631855
info@robspicerphoto.com
www.robspicerphoto.com

@robspicerphoto
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